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Abstract—Acoustic cavitation has been utilized in many indus-
trial applications to enhance the process intensity. To obtain the
most energy-efficient sonochemical activity, the excitation signal
specifications are of great importance. This investigation focuses
on the effect of different wave characteristics on sonochemical
activity including erosion rate and measured sound pressure
levels below surface and beside the high power sonotrode. Signal
characteristics as frequency bandwidth, sweep rate and direction
are considered aspects of time signal shape transformation.
Altogether eight group of factors were evaluated in a two-level
and replicated design. Numerical simulation has been conducted
to achieve the optimized geometrical design and to prevent
parasitic modes in sonotrode’s configuration. Results show that
negative direction with 100 ms sweep rate and 800 Hz frequency
bandwidth generates both the highest sound pressure level and
erosion rate. The findings from this study are aimed to be
implemented in an energy-efficient flow through sonochemical
reactor design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sonochemical treatment has gained more attention in var-
ious process industries due to the unique properties of cav-
itation phenomena such as super-hot spots and locally high-
pressured regions [1]. However, achieving an efficient sonore-
actor requires the control of a number of intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters, which to some extent are coupled together. The
possibility to take advantage of a signal generator and trans-
ducer performance has been a driving force in the development
of an efficient process intensification. Several improvements
accredited by the ability to change the shape of the output
waveform (pulse, square, ramp, triangular, etc.) and duty cycle
have been established [2]–[4].

Acoustic cavitation as a phenomenon of successive rarefac-
tion and compression of ultrasonic waves in solution leads to
generation, growth and collapse of bubbles. The distribution
and type of active bubbles follow the system design parameters
e.g. geometries of transducers and body reactor, signal type
and solution properties [5]–[7].

The present work has endeavored to address the excitation
wave characteristic on acoustical output in the piezoelectric
driven horn-type batch reactor. The idea is to improve process
efficiency based on an optimized designed waveform and
enhance ultrasound-controlled cavitation in a flow-through
reactor. Increasing knowledge and understanding of the ex-
citation wave signal characteristic plays an important role to

achieve significant physical and chemical effects, and fulfilling
the criteria of a robust and energy-efficient reactor solution.

II. CAVITATION BUBBLE COLLAPSE

The pressure gradient in the liquid caused by contraction
and expansion of ultrasonic waves, produces a huge amount of
bubbles in various sizes. Several researchers have investigated
the behaviour of cavitation bubbles in different aspects such
as temperature and pressure distributions [8], active surface
region [9], geometry (spherical and non-spherical shapes) [10],
etc. Beside the general complicated actions, bubble response
in acoustic field is more intricate. The bubble size follow the
equation 1, which is based on the linear resonance radius [11]:

R ∗ 10−6 =

√
3γp∞
ρLf2

(1)

where R represents the bubble radius, γ specific heat ratio
of gas inside the bubble, p∞ the ambient liquid pressure,
ρL liquid density and f ultrasound frequency. As it is noted
according to Eq. 1 smaller bubbles are dictated by higher
frequency. Considering a constant input energy to the system,
a higher frequency gives less released implosion energy per
bubble, but with a more even energy distribution due to the
great number of generated bubbles. Another significant factor
in bubble size is pressure amplitude, which in turns is followed
by the power supplied. Although after a generation of very
large number of bubbles, a decrease in sonochemical activity
is expected. Particularly when horn transducer is implemented,
a thick film of coalescent bubbles forms below the transducer
and levels down the heat and mass transfer.

A. Bubble behaviour in Acoustic field

The transferring of bubbles within acoustic field has a
significant effect on acoustic cavitation. The Bjerknes forces
are one of the prominent driving forces for bubble translation
in non-flowing solutions. The volume pulsation of bubbles
subjecting to the ultrasonic waves propagation can cause
primary Bjerknes forces, which in smaller bubbles (with radius
less than resonance size) cause traveling up in pressure and
in larger bubbles moving away from focal pressure point and
leveling down the pressure. According to the equation 2, a
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Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of pressure, cavitation, bubble size positioning
and erosion in sound field.

body of volume V in a pressure gradient ∇(P) is undergone
Bjerknes force as [12]:

F = − < V (t)∇(P )(r, t) > (2)

As it is classified in Fig. 1, bigger bubbles move toward
pressure nodes and due to decrease in pressure gradient, lean
to be inactive bubbles. Also, symmetrically oscillating bubbles
over many cycles in nodal pressure region- representing stable
cavitation- result in much lower erosion activities. Inactive
bubbles (referred to degas bubbles) are able to oscillate without
fragmentation in their natural frequency in liquid, while some
also move to the surface of liquid via radiation force and
buoyancy [7].

On the other side, in transient cavitation (the sound pressure
equals or exceeds the static pressure ) growth of bubbles in
a few cycles reaches to critical size and violent collapse.
The bubbles in this category mostly contain vapor, hence
are capable of rapid implosion, dissolution or fragmentation
into smaller bubbles which has been visualized as dancing
bubbles. Dissolved bubbles move toward pressure anti-node
positions due to Bjerknes force, consequently grow to active
size through diffusion.

B. Cluster bubbles

There has been several proposed theories explaining the
unique effects of cavitation indicating bubble migration the-
ories, dynamics of adjacent cavities interact each others and
causes coherent dynamics of a cloud. Degassing is one of
the theories of bubble migration in acoustic field. During the
prolonged sonication, bubbles of the size smaller than reso-
nance, cluster at pressure anti node and following the growing
up, deplete water in the region of dissolved gas. So due to
partially degassed antinode region, bubble oscillations are less

Fig. 2. Impedance curve of high power sonotrode, fundamental and harmonics
of sonotrode resonance frequency.

efficient in drawing dissolved gas into itself and therefore
more oscillations are needed to grow to resonance size and
leads to less-energy cavitation. In impedance theory, primary
and secondary Bjerknes forces cause clustering the bubbles
of size less than resonant. The cloud cluster of bubbles cause
impedance mismatch in the region, so that shield the sound
reaching the inner area and limits cavitation to surrounded
bubbles [13] The resulting cloud bubble oscillates at a natural
frequency even much lower than the individual bubble.In many
practical cases, cavitation damage trace has been visualized in
quite localised area [14].

III. EXCITATION SIGNALS

With respect to the objectives of the process, not only the
appropriate amount of energy but also the suitable waveform
is demanded. The control of transmitted energy to the system
is of great importance, unless critical damage especially for
dedicated parts are expected.

The most general cases of modulation techniques in de-
signing waveform in a single/multiple generator driving trans-
ducers are frequency and amplitude modulate. Frequency
modulation (FM) is applied by varying the output frequency of
the ultrasonic generator. Another way to alter the characteristic
of ultrasonic waves is varying the amplitude by changing the
voltage or power of signal , which is represented as amplitude
modulation (AM) [15]. The effects of instrumentation and
wave forms has been investigated through various types of
signal e.g. chirp pulse, triangular, square, ramp, etc [4], [16]–
[18] . Pulsed, sweeping or bi-modal signals are able to
increase active cavitation compared to continuous signal wave
[7]. Casadonte et. all [3] had embarked on the efficacy of
power modulated pulsed sonochemistry by varying the pulse
frequency or width. They applied the square wave pulse trains
of maximum amplitude P0 equal to the maximum amplitude
of continuous wave (CW) to the system, such that . In order
to maintain a condition that the introduced amount of acoustic
power into the system remains the same, the irradiation time
of pulsed signal should be longer than that of CW system;
tpulse = tCW(1 + 1

R ) , where R represents the ratio of ton
toff

in
the pulse cycle. The boosted rate of factor three in oxidation of
potassium iodide was observed in comparison with continuous
irradiation.



Fig. 3. Sound pressure distribution pattern at the bottom of the beaker and
highly capable areas of erosion.

Some other effort of power optimization via chirp pulse
signal proceeding from linear frequency modulated pulses with
the aim of resolution improvement had been accomplished.
Considering a mono-frequent (f0) sine signal x(t)= sin(ω0t), a
derived square wave xr(t) from can be presented by Fourier
series with harmonics at odd multiples of the basic frequency.
Although the all components of Fourier series are not included
in spectrum, the amplitude of component at f0 stands for 1.273
( 4
π ) times higher than that of sine case. It is worth mentioning

that the large amount of boosted energy relates to the higher
harmonics and are barely transmitted by ultrasonic transducers.
So in the range of base band, an increase in the energy of
square wave is expected [2].

Efficient sonochemical process does not always aim to
increase the transmitted power over the exposure time and
to reduce the loss within the system, but understanding the
system, process objective and relations between various parts
extend the optimization horizon to comprehensive design.
Single frequency excitation lead the objects to be resonated
at specific frequency, which in delicate parts cause detri-
mental damage during ultrasonic cleaning or within fiber
treatments process through acoustic cavitation can be over-
demanded. Sweeping frequency can be applied over different
characteristics e.g. frequency bandwidth, sweep rate, bitonic
or monotonic sweeping with ascending/descending direction.
A correctly implemented signal characteristics can potentially
improve the performance of sonication and reduces the dam-
ages to the solution content. Sweeping the excitation frequency
over a limited bandwidth around the immersed sonotrode reso-
nance reduces the potential wear on mechanical structures and
electrical components. Since the bubble resonance frequency
reduces with increased bubble size, a frequency modulated
signal is expected to improve cavitation effect.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental setup includes a glass beaker filled with
200 ml tap water stabilized (more than 1 h) to room tempera-
ture (18 C), a high-power sonotrode composed by clamped
stack of piezo-elements connected to an aluminium horn ,
pressure sensor (PCB Piezotronics 113B21, 24.37 mV/psi),
power amplifier (EA-PSI 9750-04, 0-750 V, 0-4 A), signal gen-
erator (Agilent 33250A, 80 MHz) and aluminium foil samples.
Fig. 2 illustrates the impedance curve of the sonotrode in free
air where the resonance of the horn is at 19.8 kHz. The high-
power sonotrode immersed in the batch reactor has a resonance

frequency around 21 kHz. The designed is developed to eval-
uate the energy efficiency potential using different excitation
signal characteristics for generation cavitation activity in terms
of foil erosion.

The investigation is based on a 2-level experimental de-
sign. The excitation signal is a swept square wave with
the center frequency around the sonotrode resonance. The
temporal variation of the excitation frequency was applied
within specific ranges and duty cycles, providing a more
uniform ultrasonic field. The potential of high power cavitation
through different ultrasonic frequency bandwidth (400, 800
Hz), sweep time (100, 250 ms), and monotonically ascending
or descending wave excitation frequency has been assesses.
The effect of frequency bandwidth and sweep rate have been
checked through various values and the selected levels are
distinguished. Two replications have been conducted in full
factorial design of experiment and results are shown in average
values.

Cavities need to reach resonance size prior to growing to
maximum size and cavitation threshold [19]. Positive fre-
quency sweep causes bigger bubbles larger than resonance
size, but not able to act as nuclei for following frequency
sweeps. Hence lead to extinguish the sonochemical activity.
Sweep rate is another significant factor which requires deeper
optimization. Too short sweep rate does not allow bubbles
nuclei to grow to the resonance size [20].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The beaker sonotrode response is numerically optimized
to avoid parasitic modes and positive interference with the
excitation signals. Parametric sweep frequency domain study
of Comsol multi-physics software has been used to perceive
the optimized solution height and sonotrode immersion depth.
Parasitic vibrational modes in a close range of transducer
resonance frequency and its harmonics can lead to unwanted
energy dissipation through the process. The bending and
flexural modes of vibration in sonotrode cause energy dissi-
pation and heat transfer which will reduce acoustic cavitation
efficiency.

The sound pressure spectrum of experiments illustrates the
potential cavitation efficiency (see Fig. 4). As can be seen,
there are two distinguished peak groups of sound pressure
level in a close range separated by their directions. For
all cases, independent of frequency range and sweep rate,
negative direction gives higher values. The ratio between the
fundamental and sub-harmonics as well as the noise level
between the harmonics reflect the cavitation intensity. The
physical effect of cavitation has been measured as foil erosion
rate in Fig 5, which illustrates the eroded foil volume after 50s
ultrasound exposure of power 40 W under various parameters.
Standard error (SE) has been calculated for 16 runs data. The
sonochemical reaction efficiency was evaluated by Calorimetry
method (maximum temperature increase about 3 C).

The effect of different levels of sweep rate (50,50,200) in
case of 200,300 Hz frequency BW and negative direction has
been surveyed and resulted in maximum erosion with 100 ms



Fig. 4. FFT analysis of sound pressure signal measured in a position close to
the sonotrode. The sound pressure level [dBRel] is determined with reference
to 1 µPa in case of 8 different excitation signal characteristics.

Fig. 5. Erosion values [mg] under various parameters of frequency bandwidth,
sweep rate and direction respectively in each column including standard error
bars.

sweep rate in 300 Hz BW, while 200 Hz BW has shown more
erosion rate in 50 ms sweep rate. It is revealed that a balance
between time variation and bandwidth has a critical role in
significant bubble implosion, which imply to a need of deeper
investigation in future, particularly in scaled-up sonochemical
reactors.

VI. CONCLUSION

Acoustic cavitation is a complicated process based on the
generation, growth and following collapse of bubbles. Among
several significant factors, bubbles’ size and position in the
acoustic field have strong impact on sonochemical activity.
In this paper, the effect of excitation waveform in terms
of frequency bandwidth, sweep rate and direction of swept
square sine wave on output is assessed. Results show that
negative sweep direction is generally more capable of allowing
bubbles to reach critical size and violent collapse. Shorter
sweep rate (100 ms) and wider bandwidth (800 Hz) led to
the highest erosion rate. However results indicate a need
for more investigation to reach an optimum ranges for each
combinations. The findings of this study are aimed to be
implemented in a flow through sonochemcial reactor in order
to achieve high energy efficiency.
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